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Residue
MM/DD/2020 (art by MM + text by DD) 

ISBN 978-1-940853-13-0 
      2021. All rites reversed. Feel free to associate your own texts and/or 
images w/ the images and/or texts in this book + vice-versa (long as it’s under 
these same copyleft conditions).

This book is printed on repsychled paper (100% post-consumer waste). It is a 
work of art, not a smear campaign. Not for 1 second does this book attempt to 
speak for the collective unconchus as a hole. Any reassemblance to public 
figures + places herein is subliminal + coinsidental to reality. Since we were 
under house arrest for most of 2020, the incidence + events herein are mirror 
pigments of our imaginations, filtered from food we ate, films we saw + online 
media sorces (a.k.a. The Daily Noose), wherein the journihilists that fed us such 
mis/information likely also never left their homes so the true reality of what 
happend in 2020 will never be none. 
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PROLOG

This adapted storyboard for a film (that was never intended to be produced) is a 
collaboration by the fleeting collective none as MM/DD/2020. When MM + DD sub-
mitted to COVID-19 testing in March of 2020, their respective doctors encouraged 
them to log automatic thoughts as coping mechanisms. Being visually inklined, 
MM made images + DD (more txt-oriented) logged textual entrees, on ave rage 1 x 
a week (coinsiding to lulls in the overarching COVID-19 curve that ever loomed). 
They compared notes on weekly happy-hour Zoom calls. . . if DD had not logged 
a txt they’d use MM’s img as a prompt + vice-versa. Then during the last week of 
2020 they both got together in meat space (after self-isolating for 7 days) to 
adapt + compile the pages into this book objet. 

Since technically they didn’t start this till March, they back-traced retro-
actively to grandfather in the 1st quarter of 2020 (corresponding roughly to 
regular influenza season). Their shrinks assured them this was OK since it’s a 
known fact sea temperatures lag behind air temps by about 3 months. Furthere-
more, the 7-day week is arbitrary (tho the 28 day lunar psycle is not). It should 
be duly noted that the moon orbits the earth 13 times per 1 orbit of the earth/
moon binary system a round the sun. It shd also be noted that there are 52 
playing cards in a standard deck (if u play w/ a full 1 ). 1 perfectly legit (in fact, 
recommended) methud to experience this book is to cut out the pages, shuffle ’em, 
then play Blind-Man’s Bluff (wherein each of 4 players is dealt 1 card that they 
display on their forehead for the other 3 players to see). Players must then de-
side which txt the image pressed to their foreheads corresponds to (or vice-ver-
sa). Or alternatively, 1 can play 52-card pick-up.  Either way, bear in mind that the 
text associates to the preseeding image not the smeared blot on the facing (odd 
#) page. Everything else is subject to your one interpretation.   
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01/04/2020: We’re @ a midnight movie in a theatre w/ multiple screens 
+ chairs facing every which way (the idea being u pick a seat facing 
the film u want to watch), 

A

ll juxtaposed @ skewed angles that don’t 
make sense (@ least to us). We’re their to see The Doors + the movie 
itself is being projected onto a door. The people we’re with are 
friends of our X, complete strangers to us. Even tho the theatre is 
empty they pick a row way in back where we can barely see, special-
ly since the door/screen is actual size (3’ x 7’). We’re thoroughly 
annoyed but don’t say anything.  

The movie starts w/ seagulls flashing thru the sky + we wonder if 
it’s the wrong film, but then the camera pans down to what’s sposed 
to be Jim Morrison on Venice beach + he’s tossing them bread. To 
break the ice we whisper “hey, that’s Val Kilmer. Grrrr.”

 Sum 1 a few rows back throws peanuts + goes “ssshhhhhhh!” much 
louder than we had whispered.

“Sshhhh yourself!” we bark back. 
The individual sitting next to us (it’s dark + we can’t see who, 

but they sound like Jane Fonda) whispers that they just can’t see 
the reassemblance in the face. 

“Not the face,” we say, “u can see the initials VK in the WC.” 
Then there’s a flash + we see a magnified projection of the film 
melting + we think it’s cuz of sumthing we said + feel our cheeks 
flush, but looking back @ the projection room there’s smoke + orange 
flames shooting out from the square hole as if this would of happend 
reguardless of weather we were hear or not. 

Whoever the individual is sitting next to us gets out a hand mir-
error + looking into it they say, “didn’t your mom tell u never look 
directly into the sorce?” We can see by the riflection that it’s 
Jodie Foster. There’s an amber circle reflected from the mere onto 
her face. Sum 1 else says they stopped using nitrocellulose after 
World War II so we ask what the hell nitrocellulose is.

“Guncotton” says the same asshole who ssshheed us. “The stuff 
they used as a propellant before saltpeter.” He’s standing, patient-
ly waiting to file out of the theatre w/ his trophy wife + kids. By 
this point the flames shooting from the projection room light the 
room as bright as daylight + we can see that the squinting peepole 
sitting next to us are not the ppl we entered the theatre with.

“Oops,” we say, feeling our face flush red. “It was dark when we 
came back from the consessions stand” (tho we don’t member buying 
anything).  

to
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1/11/2020: A week later we see M (1931) in the same theatre + run 
into our X in the lobby as we’re all filing out. Right as we’re a-
bout to (reluctantly) say hi sum 1 pushes us aside to ask for our 
X’s autograph. The individual next to us nudges our elbow + whispers 
“is that REEEEELLY Linda Evangelista?” We say we don’t know who that 
is + they say, “dam, she’s a diva in her own rite.” Then they do a 
dubble-take @ us + say, “hey, aren’t u Mark Mothersbaugh?”

“I don’t know who that is ether,” we say. They say he’s the 
frontman of Devo + we say, “I wish.” 

Our X (who is apparently Linda Evangelista) finishes signing 
autographs + sees us + says hi + we go thru the usual unpleasan-
tries of asking how each is doing. By this point the exiting mass 
of sheepish ppl push us outside under the marquee. Our X mellowdra-
matically laments how they’ve lost their friends + that’s the only 
reason why they’re lingering around this dump. They don’t seem com-
fortable waiting w/ us in sighlence so ramble on about how they have 
tickets to see Queen + how they bought them way before they were 
popular, before Freddie Mercury even sang for them. But we’re dis-
tracted cuz there’s a doorway in sum janky meat markit establishment 
across the street (the sign says “Butcherisms”) + homeless vets are 
showing up in wheelchairs + helmuts + when they get to the doorway 
they throw themselves to the ground amidst the filth + sharp objects 
+ then drag their folded-up wheelchairs thru the doorframe cuz they 
won’t fit otherwise. Our X stops talking abruptly + says what’s the 
point if u aren’t even pain attention. We apologize but they say 
they’re gunna give the extra ticket to 1 of their friends, Marcello. 
They leave the ticket w/ us + leave. 

Then Marcello Mastriani shows up + we explain to him how we were 
distracted cuz of the homeless vets in wheelchairs throwing them-
selves to the ground to get thru the door of the meet market + how 
we didn’t understand if so many disabled people frequent this meat 
market why they didn’t make it wheelchair excessible or at least 
clean up all the garbage + sharp objets on the ground. Marcello (who 
is as charming in real life) asks about the extra ticket + we say 
our X decided to give it to him not us + play it off like we don’t 
care cuz Freddie Mercury is dead so how is it even possible Queen 
can play live? As we‘re saying this we realize we’re indeed curious 
to hear what Queen sans Freddie Mercury would be like + feel reject-
ed that our X gave the ticket away to Marcello Mastriani + we’re sad 
that we have to explane this all to this so-called friend of our X 
that we don’t even know except thru his acting. 
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